
Midjourney: Making Art with AI
With your teacher, Jenn

*Most images in this talk were created with Midjourney. 
The prompts used are shown on each slide.

<link to uploaded Jenn headshot> woman in front of a blank 
chalkboard --niji 5 --style cute



stopwatch in the style of salvador dali –chaos 75

AGENDA

What is Midjourney?
Getting Started

Prompting Basics
Group Exercise

Discussion: Responsible Use 



Midjourney.com
NLP prompts -> images



Bing (DALL-E) Midjourney
a blue merle australian shepherd dog in cartoon style



Crayon (DALL-E mini)



laion.ai





haveibeentrained.com





For more on Datasheets for Datasets, see 
arxiv.org/pdf/1803.09010.pdf



vibrant california poppies



--v 5.1 --v 5.1 --style raw



--v 5.1 --niji 5



--niji 5 --style cute --niji 5 --style expressive --niji 5 --style scenic



photography shot through an outdoor window of a coffee shop with neon sign lighting, window glares and reflections, depth of field, grandpa in a suit with a cup 
of coffee in his hands sitting at a table, portrait, kodak portra 800, 105 mm f1. 8 --ar 2:1 --v 5 (Julie Wieland)



felted kittens in candyland (waxsyn)
chinese dragon, its body a burst of radiant hues, spirals through a 
dreamscape of psychedelic galaxies (Genghis Vagr)

charming hidden fantasy square, bohemian 
paradise, elevated walkways connecting buildings 
like tree branches (benswiss)



black and white photograph, first steps --ar 2:1  

TAKING YOUR FIRST STEPS













Live demo! 
Our first 
image!



/imagine prompt description of what to imagine

/imagine prompt URL1 URL 2 what to imagine --parameter1 value --parameter2 value



● Single words work, but descriptive text is better:
○ Subject: person, animal, character, location, object, etc.
○ Medium: photo, painting, illustration, sculpture, doodle, tapestry, etc.
○ Environment: indoors, outdoors, on the moon, in Narnia, underwater, the Emerald City, 

etc.
○ Lighting: soft, ambient, overcast, neon, studio lights, etc
○ Color: vibrant, muted, bright, monochromatic, colorful, black and white, pastel, etc.
○ Mood: Sedate, calm, raucous, energetic, etc.
○ Composition: Portrait, headshot, closeup, birds-eye view, etc.

● Word choice matters - try ‘enormous’ instead of ‘big’
● Specify quantity - ‘three cats’ instead of ‘cats’
● Use collective nouns - ‘flock of birds’ instead of ‘birds’











● --ar or --aspect: aspect ratio (default: 1:1)
● --chaos <0-100>: increase for more weirdness (default: 0)
● --no <something>: do not include the something
● --tile: create repeating tile

a flock of multicolored birds in the style of salvador dali

--chaos 0 --chaos 100 --tile





a conference audience watching a speaker give a presentation, 
in a cartoon style, muted colors

Group
Exercise











syntheticmedia.partnershiponai.org cepic.org



Principle Dataset Creation Media Creation

Lawfulness Respect for copyright, IP, data privacy 
legislation

Avoid deception and harm

Transparency Maintain records of all source images & 
provenance

Informed consent, disclosure, human-in-the-loop, 
risks/liabilities of synthetic media

Necessity Only what is necessary & sufficient for the 
project, time-bound

Only within the scope of the project

Accuracy Accurate labeling, bias mitigation Use unbiased dataset containing diverse subjectsin 
various contexts,

Security Ensure security of collected data; allow for 
entries to be removed

Cannot reverse-engineer underlying images

The entire value chain should be accountable, from using 
existing data to train the algorithm to its publication. 
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